Mechanical force-based probing of intracellular proteins from living cells using antibody-immobilized nanoneedles.
We developed a method combining atomic force microscopy (AFM) and antibody-immobilized nanoneedles to discriminate living cells by probing intracellular cytoskeletal proteins without the need for cell labeling. The nanoneedles are ultra-thin AFM probes sharpened to 200 nm in diameter. While retracting a nanoneedle inserted into a cell, we measured the mechanical force needed to unbind the antibody-target protein complex. Using this method, the intermediate filament protein, nestin and neurofilament were successfully detected in mouse embryonic carcinoma P19 cells and rat primary hippocampal cells within a minute for a single cell and cell differentiation states could be determined. Additionally, the measured magnitude of the force detecting nestin was indicative of the malignancy of breast cancer cells. This method was shown to affect neither the doubling time of cells nor does it leave extrinsic antibodies within the examined cells, allowing to be used in subsequent analyses in their native state.